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The objective of this project was to develop appropriate techniques for defending information systems from various types of attacks. On intrusion detection front, we developed non-signature based attack detection mechanisms in order to protect information integrity in systems. These developed methods used Petri-Net and Data Mining techniques to identify various attacks. Moreover, we also developed a generalized model for understanding different types of computer viruses in order to develop techniques to protect information systems from them. In addition to attack detection methods, appropriate response techniques were developed that, when applied after discovery of an attack, would aid in bringing the affected system into normal operating conditions.
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Major Accomplishments: The following key research activities have been accomplished as a result of this project.

1. Transaction semantic analysis for profiling transactions
2. Identification of malicious transactions in a database system
3. Use of data mining technique for database intrusion detection
4. Mining data relationships for database damage assessment
5. Bit matrix structure for damage assessment in a centralized system
6. Distributed and parallel damage assessment using pre-developed bit matrix structure
7. Damage assessment models for distributed database systems
8. Hybrid log segmentation for databases suffering frequent attacks
9. Fuzzy recovery model for critical information systems
10. Fuzzy dependencies in databases and their applications in damage assessment and recovery
11. Damage assessment and recovery using information flow model
12. Computer virus classification and Network viruses

Executive Summary

Analysis of operating system log or the application log by host-based intrusion detection systems to detect misuse or anomalous activities does not work well for detecting intrusions into a database system. We have developed a method for database intrusion detection by performing
transaction semantic analysis. Typically before a data item is updated in a database some other data items are read or written by the same transaction. After an update, other data items may also be written by that transaction. These data items read or written in the course of updating a data item construct the read set, pre-write set, and the post-write set for that data item. These sets actually reflect the data dependency observed in the transaction.

We have developed the notions of static semantic analyzer and dynamic semantic analyzer in order to generate the read, pre-write and post-write sets. We analyze these sets to determine the extent to which one data item depends on other data items. User applications and database logs can be checked to construct these sets. The static semantic analyzer decides the data dependency by analyzing the transactions statically. The dynamic semantic analyzer observes the extent to which one data item depends on other items by analyzing the database log. These sets are then compared with data items read or written by each transaction. Any deviation from normal update patterns indicates anomalous activities.

Sometimes, users execute a series of transactions to perform a specific task. So, in such a case, analysis of individual transactions may generate false positives. In order to identify malicious user tasks, we use data dependency relationships among transactions and use Petri-Nets to model normal data update patterns at user task level. Dependencies are determined by using the read, pre-write, and post-write sets of data items which are generated by the static semantic analyzer as discussed above. User applications program can be analyzed to construct these sets. We developed notions of write-chain and data update dependency graph (DUDG) to capture normal data update sequence at the user task level. Petri-Nets were used to implement the DUDGs. Since by using the Petri-Nets the partial orders among normal data update operations in a user task can be identified, this method provides a clear and compact model of the data dependency theory and can be executed to identify malicious transactions. In order to choose a reasonable range in the database log to apply the Petri-Net model appropriate techniques have been developed. By using the time pattern of transaction execution, a range of the database log can be calculated. In this range, the data access sequence in a user task is compared with the Petri-Net modeled normal data update sequence. Any deviation from the normal update sequence indicates the existence of a malicious user task. This approach makes the comparison procedure efficient and also reduces false negatives.

We also developed a data mining approach for detecting malicious transactions in database systems. Our approach concentrates on mining data dependencies among data items in a database. Data dependency rules discovered by the data dependency miner are employed as classification rules for identifying anomalies. The experiment on synthetic database transactions illustrated that the proposed method works effectively for detecting malicious transactions in database systems provided certain data dependencies exists. The result further showed that the stronger the data dependency among data items, the better the overall performance.

Having the knowledge of the damage profile after detection of an attack on a database is crucial for the intrusion response team to design an appropriate response strategy. Given the existing approaches to database damage assessment that include scanning the log file or other auxiliary data structures, obtaining the precise damage profile can take significant amount of time. In order to reduce this time, we concentrated on making an estimated damage profile as soon as possible.
Our developed model is based exclusively on apriori knowledge of data relationships mined during normal database operation phase. The rules representing data relationships thus deduced help establishing the damage profile. Through experiment we concluded that with the increased data dependencies among data items in a database the accuracy of assessment increases steadily.

When an attacker or a malicious user updates a database, the resulting damage can spread to other parts of the database through valid users. A fast and accurate damage assessment must be performed as soon as such an attack is detected. We have developed two approaches for damage assessment in an affected database. While the first one uses transaction dependency relationships to determine affected transactions, the second approach considers data dependency relationships to identify affected data items for future recovery. These relationships are stored in a matrix format for faster manipulation. Our methods use pre-developed data structures to identify all affected transactions without requiring any log accesses. Since these data structures are built using bit-vectors and are manipulated using logical AND and OR operations, the damage assessment is done very quickly. Although the transaction dependency based model would work faster than the data dependency based model since the former approach accesses less number of bit-vectors requiring less processing, the latter can aid in precise damage assessment.

Using the above mentioned matrix, we also developed a technique for performing damage assessment in distributed systems. Furthermore, considering that transactions in a large database system may have little or no relationship with each other, a parallel damage assessment procedure is developed to further reduce the damage assessment time. In this approach, transactions are clustered based on the dependency relationships. Damage assessment is performed by finding the cluster that contains the malicious transaction and all other clusters that depend on the former. All clusters whose ancestor clusters are either unaffected or already checked can be processed in parallel. This dramatically reduced assessment time.

A database log is the primary resource for damage assessment and recovery after an electronic attack. The log is a sequential file stored in the secondary storage and it can grow to humongous proportions in course of time. To make the process of damage assessment and recovery more efficient, segmenting the log based on different criteria has been proposed before. But the trade off is that, either segmenting the log involves a lot of computation or damage assessment is a complicated process. In order to strike a balance between computation cost and complication with the damage assessment process, we developed hybrid log segmentation technique. Our method reduces the time taken to perform damage assessment while still segmenting the log fast enough so that no intricate computation is necessary. We built our model from a log that was previously segmented based on number of transactions, a time window for transactions to commit, or space occupied by committed transactions. While performing damage assessment, we re-segment the log based on transaction dependency. Thus during repeated damage assessment procedures, we create new segments with dependent transactions in them so that the process of subsequent damage assessment becomes faster when there are repeated attacks on the system. We have analyzed various cases that are applicable to the system and also developed algorithms for each of the cases. The algorithms are tested using a simulation model and the results showed significant reduction in damage assessment time compared to previously developed methods.
Indirect dependencies among transactions that are executed at various sites of a distributed database system make damage assessment and recovery in such a system a complicated process since it requires collaborations among multiple participant sites. Such collaborations are determined by the nature of global transactions, which have sub-transactions executed at multiple sites. Identification of affected transactions is usually the burden of each site manager, which is responsible for scanning the log and checking for the transaction dependency graphs. In order to make the process efficient, we have come up with two primary models, namely, centralized model and peer-to-peer model. The centralized model has been expanded to three different options. In the peer-to-peer model, each site communicates with a global coordinator extensively and the coordinator receives and forwards corresponding messages to the appropriate sites. The centralized model puts much of the burden of damage discovery on the coordinator site and, so, the requirement for message transmissions between each site and the coordinator is reduced.

Many critical information systems require that the database must remain available for transaction processing during and after detection of an attack. However, existing recovery schemes range from completely prohibiting access to affected databases to prohibiting access specifically to damaged data items. In case of critical information infrastructure this prohibition is undesirable. We have introduced a recovery model that can substantially reduce the database down-time during the recovery process, while attempting to provide repaired data as accurately as possible. The mechanism is divided into two activities. The first activity is the process of gathering summary information about all database attributes, which is an ongoing process throughout the lifetime of the database. The second activity occurs during and after an attack is recognized, providing acceptable values for damaged data items instantaneously, effectively keeping the database available at all times. Unlike prior recovery approaches our method does not block transactions that need access to damaged data items. Rather it provides them with acceptable fuzzy values of those data items when possible. This reduces denial-of-service dramatically.

Based on the concept described above, we came up with the notion of fuzzy dependency relationships in a database which can then be used in damage assessment and recovery process. We defined fuzzy dependency as a loose dependency relationship between two sets of attributes. It describes logical relationships among attributes in a database relation and those relationships can’t be fully specified by functional dependencies, which focus on database schema and data organization. This characteristic of the database schema are then used to perform damage assessment and also to build fuzzy recovery model. Our developed model uses pre-derived rules to provide satisfactory values of damaged items. Querying fuzzy rules is faster than using other statistical tools and mathematical functions. This quick recovery is desired in many real-time applications, which do not require precise values of data items rather need faster data access.

With the goal of quickly identifying affected data items in case of an information attack without having to evaluate too many data items and then making the unaffected data items available as soon as possible we developed a mechanism based on information flow relationships. The model achieves faster damage assessment by analyzing the patterns of information flow within an organization (or closely related organizations), which we call a domain. A domain may have various types of service data. We build an information flow graph using data in many service groups. This graph is analyzed immediately after an attack detection to determine which
services are affected. Then the remaining services and corresponding data items are made available to users while repair of damaged data continues. This model can be used along with other intrusion detection mechanisms. The effects of this model are largely dependent on the structure of a domain. If there are some “central points” in the probability (and/or information flow) graph and information flow tends to be in one direction, then the model has a better chance of eliminating large sets of data items, which are free of damages, at the earliest. In many cases, organizations have such structures with many central points, which acts as a critical nodes. Evaluating these central points first can point out the sets of data items that are damage free.

A new virus classification method, which groups computer viruses primarily based on their spreading mechanisms has been developed. By understanding the spreading methods of viruses it is hoped to effectively shut down or at least prevent viruses from infecting systems. This new virus classification technique is not intended to replace the current ones. Rather it investigates computer viruses from a different perspective and incorporates newly developed and potentially emerging viruses into a complete virus family. Resistances to each group of viruses can be developed based on their common characteristics. The developed method classifies not only existing viruses but also those highly potential viruses, which are technically possible at present and may appear in a reasonable future. The classification scheme has the following properties. Viruses with the same family genes are classified as one group. These family genes are mainly based on virus spreading techniques. Viruses fall into multiple sub families; but there is only one major group each virus belongs to. The classification is based on the way that a virus behaves or operates, not on the virus code.

In contrast to the traditional viruses, network-aware viruses have demonstrated new features and characteristics. In our effort, we have coined the term “network viruses”, which refers to those viruses spreading through networks. Security attacks can come from both viruses and hacking programs. But the combination of the two could be more powerful from the malicious perspective. Although these hacking empowered malicious programs borrow from hacking techniques, they are still computer viruses by nature since they pose the most fundamental features of computer viruses: replication, execution, and spreading. We surveyed several hundreds of compute viruses (most of them are network related) and classified them based on their spreading and infecting mechanisms. Virus intelligence is introduced to describe the various levels of implementing complexity and infecting abilities of network viruses. This concept also distinguishes the degrees to which different network viruses are related to hacking programs. A network virus makes use of networking protocols and/or applications to spread. It differs from a non-network virus in that it has built-in functions or library routines to take advantage of networking capabilities. Network viruses automatically break into other computers across the networks and then replicate their programs without user involvement. Like a traditional computer virus, a network virus typically consists of three modules (loading, spreading, and infecting modules) and one optional knowledge base.
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